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Nursery designed for the whole family

A modern space to learn, create, work and relax

Nursery
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Membership & Classes
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The most fabulous of family destinations

[image: Stick person in a hot air balloon]The reason we exist is to support you as a parent by offering a planet-friendly co-working space, a comfortable chill space and an exceptional childcare space where your little ones can be inspired in the very safest of hands. Special spaces for modern family living.

If you’re done with fending for yourselves, it’s time to b_together. We’d love it if you joined us.
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The heart and soul of b_together is the space to create memories with the people you love.





What do we have to offer?

Explore all that we have to offer here at b_together.
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The Club
In our family club we are building a community of passionate parents, curious kids and extended family members who gel it all together.
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Childcare
We offer a modern, progressive approach to early years learning. Our Make + Do programme follows the natural brain development of children, putting play at the heart of learning.
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Classes
Our make + do classes are bitesize nuggets of creativity for all ages; from bump, baby and beyond! We want people to come together, learn together, create together and explore together.
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Holiday Camps
During the school holidays, we provide the most awesome creative camp days for children aged 4-11yrs who are keen to b_energetic and b_inspired.
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Celebrate
We have some fabulous spaces to put on amazing events whatever the occasion; from kids' birthday parties to glamorous private dining.
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Eat
Sustainable eating for the whole family...all day dining, cooking classes and grab and go snacks for those in a rush.
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We know how important it is to have a place you can take your family that’s a home away from home. Whether you need a rainy-day escape or just want to enjoy a quiet cuppa (and a sweet treat on us), visit our Members’ Lounge while the little ones join us for a story time and soft play.

Enquire
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Get in Touch

Have questions or want to discuss your needs? Feel free to reach out to us – we're here to help!
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Newsletter 
Sign up
Subscribe to our newsletter to get the latest news and updates.
Email addressSubscribe
 




